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ABSTRACT

Recent events, such as the loss of 38 satellites by SpaceX due to a geomagnetic storm have highlighted the importance
of having more accurate estimation and prediction of thermospheric density. Solar and geomagnetic activities wield
significant influence over the behavior of the thermospheric density, exerting an important impact on spacecraft motion
in low-Earth orbit (LEO). The impending Solar Cycle 25’s peak arrives at a time when the number of operational satel-
lites in LEO is surging, driven by the proliferation of mega-constellations. This escalating satellite presence, spanning
sectors from defense to commercial applications, increases the intricacy of the operational environment. The accuracy
of thermospheric neutral density models, which underpin crucial safety-oriented tasks like satellite collision avoidance
and space traffic management, is therefore pivotal. While the importance of solar events on thermospheric density is
apparent, currently, the influence of the Sun in thermospheric density models is only included in the form of solar
proxies (such as F10.7). This can be underwhelming, leading to mispredictions of thermospheric density values. A
shared framework that supports the ingestion of inputs from various sources to devise thermospheric density models,
and where thermospheric density models can be compared, is currently lacking. Furthermore, the recent advancements
in machine learning (ML) offer a unique opportunity to construct thermospheric density models that use these models
to describe the relationship between the Sun and the Earth’s thermosphere. For this reason, this study introduces an
open-source software package, called Karman, to help solve this problem. Essential for this, are three steps: first,
the preparation and ingestion of input data from several sources in an ML-readiness fashion. Then, the construction
of ML models that can be trained on these datasets. Finally, the creation of a benchmarking platform to compare
ML models against state-of-the-art empirical models, evaluating their performances under varying conditions, such
as geomagnetic storm strength, altitude, and solar irradiance levels. The utility of this framework is demonstrated
through various experiments, showcasing its effectiveness in both benchmarking density models and discerning fac-
tors driving thermospheric density variations. The study compares the performance of traditional empirical models
(NRLMSISE-00 and JB-08) with machine learning models trained on identical inputs. The results reveal a consistent
20-40% improvement in accuracy, highlighting the potential of machine learning techniques. One particularly sig-
nificant area addressed by this research involves the incorporation of additional inputs to refine density estimations.



Current approaches rely on solar proxies for estimating the Sun’s impact on the thermosphere. However, it is sug-
gested that direct Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) irradiance data could enhance accuracy. The framework outlined in this
paper enables the integration of such inputs, facilitating the validation of hypotheses and supporting the evolution of
thermospheric density models. In conclusion, this study presents a comprehensive framework for advancing thermo-
spheric density modeling in the context of LEO satellites. Through the development of neural network models, an
extensive dataset, and a benchmarking platform, the paper contributes significantly to the improvement of satellite tra-
jectory predictions. As the space environment becomes increasingly intricate, tools such as the presented framework
are crucial for maintaining the safety and effectiveness of satellite operations in LEO.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently SpaceX lost 38 satellites due to a geomagnetic storm that unexpectedly increased atmospheric drag, prevent-
ing satellites from leaving safe mode and forcing them to deorbit [8, 12]. This unfortunate event came at an estimated
cost of $25 million. Such episodes underscore the potential hazards that geomagnetic storms and solar events, in
general, can pose to the space environment and other valuable space assets.

To mitigate these risks and ensure the integrity of space operations, an enhanced understanding of thermospheric den-
sity and a more precise model detailing the Sun’s intricate influence on Earth’s atmosphere have become indispensable
requisites in mission planning, execution, and overall space environment preservation.

Solar activity dominates the behavior of the thermospheric density and significantly influences the estimation and
prediction of spacecraft motion in low-Earth orbit (LEO) [7, 20, 2]. As we approach the imminent solar maximum,
the population of operational satellites in LEO is experiencing an exponential surge, with the planned launch of mega-
constellations.

For crucial safety-related tasks within LEO, encompassing satellite collision avoidance, space traffic management,
and re-entry projections, entities such as NASA heavily depend on empirical density models. Yet, the existing models
exhibit suboptimal performance in assessing and forecasting the impacts of solar activity on the thermosphere [10].
This discrepancy necessitates a paradigm shift towards more refined models that can accurately encapsulate the solar
influence, thus ushering in a new era of safer space operations.

State-of-the-art solutions for estimating thermospheric density predominantly rely on solar proxies, such as F10.7, to
gauge the Sun’s impact. However, it has been suggested that direct observations based on extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
measurements themselves might better capture the complexity of the Sun, rather than indirect proxies [26]. The draw-
back is that EUV measurements have only been collected in the last 20/30 years. Instruments like TIMED/SEE,
SOHO, SDO/EVE, and GOES-R/EXIS have been instrumental in acquiring these measurements, yet challenges per-
sist. Disparities in wavelength coverage and data cadence, along with recurring issues of instrument degradation,
introduce uncertainty and noise, thereby hindering the utilization of EUV measurements in operational contexts [1].

Numerous endeavors have sought to refine inputs for thermospheric density models, as well as to ascertain the signif-
icance of current inputs across diverse solar activity periods. However, an important void remains: the absence of a
collaborative open-source framework that facilitates the comparison and evaluation of various models. This research
follows up on a previous work from the authors [3]. It addresses this deficiency by introducing Karman (Fig. 1), a ma-
chine learning (ML) software package designed for both thermospheric density modeling and benchmarking. Written
in Python, this package encompasses three distinct components.

Fig. 1: Karman is an ML open-source library for data-driven thermospheric density modeling, released at https:
//github.com/spaceml-org/karman.

The first component focuses on dataset management, enabling the assimilation of inputs from diverse sources. These
inputs are temporally aligned and prepared to be readily utilized within ML frameworks. The second component is

https://github.com/spaceml-org/karman
https://github.com/spaceml-org/karman


dedicated to the modeling aspect, offering different neural network models. These models can be employed for training
purposes or directly employed as pre-trained models. Importantly, these ML models encompass inputs spanning solar,
geomagnetic, and location data, enabling predictions concerning thermospheric density behavior.

The third component extends to a benchmarking framework, allowing for a comparative analysis of ML models against
widely utilized empirical density models, such as NRLMSISE-00 and JB-08 [17, 4]. This capability empowers re-
searchers to evaluate their self-developed or pre-trained solutions across various altitude ranges, temporal contexts,
and diverse geomagnetic and solar scenarios. In essence, Karman introduces a collaborative platform that advances
the understanding of thermospheric density modeling while enhancing the capacity to perform reliable predictions for
space operations in an increasingly intricate environment.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sec. 2, we discuss the related work and background information relevant for the
tackled problem. Then, in Sec. 3, we introduce the methodology: this encompasses both the dataset description, as
well as the proposed models and benchmarking framework. Moreover, in Sec. 4, we discuss some experiments and
test cases to show the software usage. Finally, in Sec. 5, we present the conclusions of the work.

2. RELATED WORK

Various physics-based thermospheric neutral density models have been created over the years. Earlier examples in-
clude the widely used NRLMSISE-00 model [17] and the JB08 model [4], which are semi-empirical models using a
mix of proxies for solar activity such as the F10.7 index, as well as geomagnetic information to make their estimates.
The NCAR/TIE-GCM model is a simulation model of the upper atmosphere that has been used to provide density
estimates (amongst other outputs), although being a large general circulation model means access to its outputs is
limited [21].

More recently machine learning models have been developed to leverage large datasets, in a data-based approach as
opposed to a physics-based approach. Pérez et al. (2014) [19] train artificial neural networks to forecast thermospheric
density estimates for the CHAMP satellite. They follow this work up by using density estimates of three different
empirically-based models to obtain an improved estimate [18]. George et al. (2020) [9] use long short-term memory
networks (LSTMs) to forecast thermospheric density prediction for CHAMP and the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) missions. The precursor to this work used LSTMs applied to data from 6 satellites to calculate
the density as well as include a measure of uncertainty [3]. Furthermore, the META-HASDM model has applied
machine learning to the HASDM thermospheric density database to produce density estimates [14, 13]. Other works
have used reduced order modeling techniques to model thermospheric density behaviors or machine learning models
to predict the long-term behavior of thermospheric density trends [15, 27, 25].

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Dataset Preparation
For the thermospheric density prediction task, the availability of a software pipeline that facilitates users to combine
inputs from different sources and prepares them for ML readiness is paramount. Therefore, it is important to sup-
port solar inputs, geomagnetic inputs, and thermospheric density inputs (both ground-truth data that can be used as
targets for ML models, as well as empirical density outputs that can be used as a baseline). We use the TU Delft
thermospheric density data as ground truth data for the thermospheric density1 [6, 22]. This encompasses a dataset
of high-frequency (e.g. 30 or 10 seconds intervals) thermospheric density values, spanning 20 years, at different al-
titudes and geographic locations. The data is derived via a precise orbit determination procedure from five satellites:
CHAMP, GOCE, GRACE, SWARM-A, SWARM-B, and, more recently, SWARM-C. In terms of empirical thermo-
spheric density models, we use NRLMSISE-00 and JB-08 models as baseline: these are two of the most used models
in operational contexts. Alongside their output values, the dataset also supports their inputs: in this way, ML models
can be trained on exactly the same inputs and a fair comparison between ML and empirical models can be performed,
which we will discuss more in detail in Sec. 4. Hence, we support solar proxies (e.g., F10.7, S10.7, M10.7, Y10.7) and
geomagnetic indices (e.g., DST, Ap) that are used by these models2,3 [24]. Additionally, extra information concerning

1http://thermosphere.tudelft.nl/, date of access: August 2023.
2https://celestrak.org/, date of access: August 2023.
3https://spacewx.com/, date of access: August 2023
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solar irradiance and geomagnetic inputs is also supported. In terms of geomagnetic inputs, there is support for all
the NASA’s OMNIWeb high-resolution data. This encompasses the magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field,
the magnetic field vector’s X,Y,Z-components both in GSM and GSE coordinate systems, SYM/D, SYM/H, ASY/D,
ASY/H indices, and the X,Y,Z components of the bow shock nose, among others4. As for the solar irradiance, besides
the aforementioned solar proxies, the data pipeline also supports ingestion of FISM2 ”stan bands” from the Labora-
tory of Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP) at CU Boulder5 [5]: this is a collection of 23 bands derived using
wavelength binning techniques, spanning the ultraviolet range from 0.01 to 121nm. These bands have been developed
to be used as inputs in models of the Earth’s ionosphere and thermosphere [23].

All these data, coming from different sources, are aligned temporally (at the same times as the thermospheric ground
truth data points) and prepared for ML readiness (both in terms of data cleaning and normalization): the structure
of a queried date is shown in Fig. 3. Then, the user can query a specific date (or set of dates) and obtain all these
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Fig. 2: A sample for the queried data at a given date, assuming that all the supported inputs are requested.

data points (or a subset of it) for the requested times. The supported data cover a period of more than 20 years (e.g.
about 2 solar cycles), with a high cadence (e.g. thermospheric density data is available at a few seconds cadence),
which makes the data particularly interesting for thermospheric density modeling. In order to train ML models that
can ingest these data and compare experiments and models over the same data, it is essential to devise a strategy to
divide training, validation, and test sets. The general approach is to train the ML models on the training set, evaluate
them on the validation set, and finally report the performances on an unseen test set. To do this, we divide each year
into nine months of training, one month of validation, and one month of test, making sure to cyclically permute the
test and validation months, for each different year. This is explained in Fig. 3.

3.2 Machine Learning Models

To be able to perform thermospheric density prediction it is important to have ML architectures that can ingest and
process the supported data. For the high temporal cadence of the data, and the possibility to request a time history of
the inputs, it is important to have dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g. encoder-like architectures) that can handle
such complexity and reduce the input size. The data can be prepared for thermospheric density prediction in two
ways. One possibility is that it is used as a direct input for thermospheric density prediction: for this, a feed-forward
neural network is used. Another option is to use ML models (e.g. feed-forward neural networks, LSTMs, or CNNs) to
first reduce the dimensionality of some of the data, which is then concatenated and fed into a final neural network for
thermospheric density prediction. This more complex architecture supported by Karman is highlighted in Fig. 4. This
more complex architecture is important to compress the size of the inputs and condense their information to a limited
number of features, which can be more easily handled by the ML models.

In terms of ML training, we use the mean squared error (MSE) during training, and we also use the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) to assess the performance of the prediction. The latter is more informative for downstream

4https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/, date of access: August 2023.
5https://lasp.colorado.edu/, date of access: August 2023.
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Fig. 3: Dataset partitioning scheme with orange, yellow, and blue months added to the training, validation, and test
sets respectively.

Fig. 4: General architecture for reducing the dimensionality of the data and predicting thermospheric density values.

tasks because it directly gives an insight into the percentage error in the force on the spacecraft due to drag calculations.
We use the default implementation of the Pytorch Adam optimization algorithm to minimize the neural network
loss [11, 16]. The weight decay is set at 1.37×10−8 is used, and the learning rate at 5×10−5. Finally, due to the
randomness inherent in stochastic gradient descent, each experiment is run five times, with different seeds and the
reported results are a mean over five runs of the reported metrics.

3.3 Benchmarking Framework

The thermospheric density ground truth data ranges from 200-550 km, with various orders of magnitude differences.
Similarly, depending on the geomagnetic storm conditions, there can be considerable thermospheric density enhance-
ments. It is therefore important to assess the performance of the developed ML models against the state-of-the-art
empirical models not only overall, but also at different altitude ranges, and geomagnetic storm conditions. For this
reason, we report the results of our experiments at different altitude bins: from 200 km to 550 km altitudes, with a



50 km binning scheme. As for the geomagnetic storm, we classify the geomagnetic storms as quiet (for an Ap value
of 0-15), mild (for an Ap value of 15-30), minor (for Ap of 30-50), and major (for Ap above 50). In Sec. 4, we will
perform experiments and report their results at with the above binning scheme.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Empirical Density Models Comparison

In this case, we train feed-forward neural networks using the same inputs as JB-08 and NRLMSISE-00: the objective
is to investigate whether an ML-based approach can bring advantages in terms of prediction accuracy, w.r.t. empirical
models, using exactly the same inputs. We report in Tab. 1 the experiments’ results. In the table, we use ML(JB08) to
indicate the ML model that uses the same inputs as JB-08, and ML(NRLMSISE) for the one that uses the same inputs
as NRLMSISE.

Category NRLMSISE JB08 ML(JB08) ML(NRLMSISE)
Overall 63.18 40.71 24.81 24.63

200km-250km 10.24 14.75 7.60 8.17
250km-300km 26.22 22.30 9.32 11.00
300km-350km 65.61 29.72 12.53 11.38
350km-400km 35.07 30.38 13.36 14.05
400km-450km 69.33 39.99 24.19 22.24
450km-500km 48.99 27.14 18.20 19.06
500km-550km 150.48 97.29 67.94 65.01

Quiet (Ap 0-15) 69.77 43.47 26.60 25.84
Mild (Ap 15-30) 25.20 24.61 14.14 16.19

Minor (Ap 30-50) 20.97 23.81 13.94 19.38
Major (Ap 50+) 14.32 20.42 13.45 23.92

Table 1: MAPE results for the empirical vs ML models.

As we notice, ML-based approaches significantly outperform empirical models, at all altitudes and storm conditions.
Interestingly, we also observe that for the major storm conditions, the model with the same inputs as JB-08 greatly
outperforms the one of NRLMSISE-00 (i.e., 13.45% vs 23.92% MAPE). This is probably attributable at the use of the
Dst index, which is not present in NRLMSISE-00. This allows the ML model to better describe the density variations
during major storms.

4.2 Solar Irradiance Proxies Ablation Study

In Fig. 5, we show the change in MAPE due to the removal of each of the solar irradiance proxies considered (in this
case F10.7, Y10.7, S10.7, M10.7). In the thermospheric density modeling community, the F10.7 index has historically
been always used as a proxy for solar irradiance, since it is related to the Sun’s electromagnetic spectrum at 10.7cm
wavelength and can therefore be measured from the ground (since it is not absorbed in the atmosphere). In this
experiment, we would like to see if the addition of any of those inputs has a significant influence on the thermospheric
density prediction accuracy. For doing this, we remove each of them at a time, while keeping the others. A consistent
increase in MAPE would suggest that the removed proxy was actually useful for predicting the thermospheric density,
and should therefore be considered; while a negative or around zero MAPE difference, would suggest that the given
proxy is not adding any new relevant information to the model, for improving its ability to predict the density. The
results from this ablation study suggest that the S10.7 is the most important of the 10.7 indices, since its removal as an
input to the model results in the largest increase in model error.

4.3 OMIWeb Inputs Addition

This experiment involves comparing the performance of a model trained on the JB-08 inputs versus exactly the same
but including 2 days of high-resolution NASA OMNIWeb data, sampled hourly. The hypothesis was that by including
more information about solar wind magnetic field and plasma data, will improve the model performance.



Fig. 5: Ablation study: Model MAPE performance drop removing 10.7 proxies

Category ML(JB08) ML(JB08) + OMNIWeb
Overall 24.81 21.32

200km-250km 7.60 6.36
250km-300km 9.32 7.01
300km-350km 12.53 10.43
350km-400km 13.36 11.09
400km-450km 24.19 21.27
450km-500km 18.20 15.17
500km-550km 67.94 60.27

Quiet (Ap 0-15) 26.60 23.01
Mild (Ap 15-30) 14.14 11.22

Minor (Ap 30-50) 13.94 11.33
Major (Ap 50+) 13.45 10.13

Table 2: MAPE results comparing an ML model trained on just JB08 inputs versus the inclusion of geomagnetic
information from NASA OMNIWeb.

In Tab. 2, we show that the inclusion of NASA OMNIWeb data improves the model performance in all altitude ranges
and geomagnetic conditions. This is not surprising as the JB-08 inputs use just the Dst and Ap indices to describe
geomagnetic conditions, whereas the NASA OMNIWeb data includes information about the interplanetary magnetic
field, the speed, and composition of the incoming solar wind, as well as various geomagnetic indices such as the AE,
PC, and SYM/H indices.

4.4 FISM2 Stan Bands vs Solar Proxies

This section contains a direct comparison between a model using FISM2 stan bands versus a model using the irradiance
proxies F10.7, M10.7, S10.7, Y10.7. The expectation was that the stan bands include more information about the
incoming solar irradiance and therefore will improve model performance.

In Tab. 3, a noteworthy outcome is presented. On the whole, the employment of irradiance proxies exhibits superior
performance compared to the FISM2 stan bands model. These findings imply that the utilization of 10.7 proxies
yields comparable results to the FISM2 stan bands, albeit exclusively within the parameters defined by our model and
experimental setup. Notably, the incorporation of FISM2 stan bands data necessitated the establishment of a defined
temporal data ingestion window. Following preliminary experiments, we determined that a 24-hour lag for the FISM2
stan bands flare data serves as optimal input for the model. However, it is reasonable to anticipate that the inclusion of
additional solar irradiance data will enhance density estimation beyond the use of proxies alone. Discrepancies could
potentially arise due to disparities in model complexity or the selection of temporal lags. The integration of FISM2
stan bands data augments the volume of information that our models are required to process substantially, adding
more complexity and potentially rendering them more susceptible to overfitting. Largely constrained by computational



Category FISM2 stan bands 10.7 Proxies
Overall 21.78 21.32

200km-250km 9.85 6.36
250km-300km 7.77 7.01
300km-350km 10.21 10.43
350km-400km 11.30 11.09
400km-450km 21.09 21.27
450km-500km 14.78 15.17
500km-550km 60.81 60.27

Quiet (Ap 0-15) 23.29 23.01
Mild (Ap 15-30) 13.02 11.22

Minor (Ap 30-50) 11.93 11.33
Major (Ap 50+) 10.97 10.13

Table 3: MAPE results using FISM2 stan bands versus 10.7 proxies

limitations inherent in this study, we defer a more comprehensive exploration of this matter to future research. In the
meantime, we believe that the software environment and the accessible data pipeline collectively offer a robust platform
for benchmarking thermospheric density models, and for conducting analogous inquiries into the significance of solar
irradiance inputs.

4.5 Physics Validation

In scientific ML models, it is important to test the soundness of the model with respect to known physics laws/behaviors.
For instance, in the case of thermospheric density, we know that the day side of the thermosphere is hotter, which
causes higher densities (and usually hottest in the sub-solar point), and the night side of the thermosphere is colder,
which causes lower thermospheric density values. To confirm this, in Fig. 6, we show three different angle views for
the same global plot of the ML model output for a fixed date (1st of January 2018, at midnight UTC). As we observe,
the model correctly captures the day/night variations (the maximum densities occur around the sub-solar point) and
manages to represent the thermospheric gradient caused by the temperature variations due to the day/night side tran-
sitions. This confirms to us that from thermospheric density measurements derived from satellite orbits (and not from
global measurements at all longitudes and latitudes at each time), the model was able to learn and correctly represent
the global thermospheric density variation patterns, in unseen geographical locations. We believe that the almost polar
orbits of the satellites, combined with the time coverage of the measurements (which corresponds to almost two full
solar cycles) have allowed the model to observe thermospheric density changes across a wide range of local solar
times, latitudes and Sun conditions, therefore enhancing its generalization capabilities in geographical regions during
times that were unseen during training.
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Fig. 6: Global thermospheric density plots produced through the ML model.



5. CONCLUSIONS

This study has led to the open-source release of Karman: a Python package for data-driven thermospheric density
modelling using machine learning6. The contributions of the work can be summarized in three distint outcomes:

1. A pipeline for constructing a unified ML-ready data pipeline that contains irradiance inputs (both EUV ir-
radiance and indices/proxies), geomagnetic inputs (both measurements and indices), empirical thermospheric
density models inputs and values (for NRLMSISE-00 and JB-08), precise orbit determination-derived thermo-
spheric density values, together with the corresponding position and times at which such measurements were
derived (for the CHAMP, GRACE, GOCE, SWARM-A, SWARM-B, SWARM-C satellite missions). This is
made available open-source, and in an analysis-ready fashion.

2. A framework for benchmarking density models, which allows a fair comparison between thermospheric density
models. This framework enables future works to directly compare the performance of their models against the
state-of-the-art empirical thermospheric density models, as well as the ML models developed in this study.

3. A series of experiments with informative outcomes for the community looking to develop thermospheric density
models. Firstly, it establishes that ML models can outperform existing state-of-the-art empirical models (JB-
08 and NRLMSISE-00) on exactly the same inputs. Secondly, our study compares the performance of a model
trained using FISM2 stan bands data to a model trained on the 10.7 proxies. We find they perform similarly, with
a slight edge to the model using the proxies. Then, an experiment studying the importance of NASA OMNIWeb
inputs is also performed: this highlights that the addition of NASA OMNIWeb inputs can enhance the model
prediction accuracy. Lastly, we showed that the ML models can effectively capture the physics behavior, by
modeling the density gradients due to day/night variations.

4. Finally, this study introduces ML models for use in thermospheric neutral density prediction tasks: these are
fast and accurate differentiable density models that can be easily integrated for downstream tasks (such as orbit
propagation).
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